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Module 98 – Pillar Seven: Mind Over Matter 

iON 
 

his module is a departure from my normal 

presentation of  “just the facts.” And it 

isn’t just Mind over Matter, it’s Spirit 

over Mind and Matter.  

It’s very challenging for me to write about 

this topic. For one thing, it’s very private, and 

for another – there are no words to fully describe 

this phenomenon.  

All the same, I think this information is definitely worth sharing and if 

nothing else it proves that I’m always on the “leading edge” and willing 

to explore all interesting avenues of expression! 

I often think of various doctor acquaintances over the years who took 

their “religion” into their practices. They would pray with their patients 

and even though they seemed to be helping people, I couldn’t shake off 

the fact that this wasn’t scientific medicine. However, as I mentioned in 

Module 89, Dr. Larry Dossey has, many times over, proven scientifically 

that prayer helps people. 

As for my particular flirtation with what I call “non-physical” matters, it began in the spring 

of 2009. A friend of my husband’s (Bob) and mine got on the phone with us and went into an 

“altered state” and began speaking from a source that we soon began to call iON.  

For several months prior, our friend, JW, had been experiencing visions and insights into 

other worlds that made him want to write a book about what he saw. He asked Bob to be a 

sounding board for his incredible experience and wanted me to help “download” this information 

into book format. 

JW already had many “gifts of the spirit” as they are called in the Bible, one of which is the 

gift of prophecy. He avidly studied the Bible and he began seeing that what was happening to 

him and the current events in the world were written about in the Bible. 

Since March 2009 iON has been talking through JW. We call iON a non-physical event but 

JW is not channelling. iON comments on the fallacy of channelling below. 

JW is not in a deep trance when iON speaks through him. JW is aware of every word 

that’s being said and can carry out other physical activities, like cooking and baking and doing 

home repairs when iON is speaking through him. 

Bob coordinates private sessions for people who have questions for iON and Bob and I 

have private sessions to work on several business projects. Bob has a weekly call-in radio show 

where we play clips of the thousands of hours we have taped with iON and talk to callers as we 
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create the most exciting, hilarious, informative and expansive entertainment/education you could 

ever imagine.  

In teleconference workshops, we studied the book of Revelation in the Bible where iON 

filled in the spaces that were left blank either intentionally or unintentionally by the Council of 

Nicea in 325AD, (The group of people who decided which books to include in the Bible and 

which books to exclude.). 

iON has to be experienced. My words offer only a glimmer of iON either on the radio or 

in a private session. That’s probably why we haven’t written any books yet because the 

indescribable can’t be described; it can only be heard or experienced. On the website, How Ionic 

you can listen to many hours of iON radio shows and excerpts from sessions. You can also listen 

to Achieve Radio live on Saturdays from 3pm PST where Bob and I and callers create 

PayDay…I’m in Charge! Also on Achieve Radio you can click on Radio Free iON, a 24/7/365 

event in Studio B. 

Since I’ve stepped into this and there’s no going back, let me give you a brief overview of 

some of iON’s teachings. 

Audio/Video iON  

The online intro on Achieve Radio says: “From its first appearance on "Cashflow" a few years 

ago, the voice of the non-physical, known as iON, has brought new insight, new knowledge, and 

even a new paradigm of physical health to this physical realm.  Now, here in one place, a 

massive collection of iON wisdom in the form of classic radio shows, recordings of private 

sessions and new live broadcasts by the’"Ionettes.’  A massive collection of Ion Wisdom 

streaming 24/7/365.”  

 We also call it Audio iChing with iON because when you tune in you will always find what 

you are looking for. 

 One of the things that makes iON so powerful is his assistance in helping us make a product 

called RnA Drops. You will hear a lot of words about RnA Drops and their remarkable ability to 

create new cells by influencing our RNA through the DNA on Chromosome 14 to uncover our 

full complement of 144,000 DNA double helix strands. In our less-than state we only have one 

double helix strand, but we are so much more. 

 Scientists say we only use 10% of our brain and that 98% of our DNA is Junk DNA. What if 

we could access 100% of our brain and uncover and utilize 100% of our DNA. That would be 

truly living a full and miraculous life. 

 If this information doesn’t pique your interest, don’t engage and if it turns you off, that’s OK 

too, just turn away. These words are for “whosoever will.” 

RnA Drops and DNA Activation  

Summary: RnA Drop activate DNA via RNA. H197 from Fukishima will make RnA Drops work 

even more prolifically. It’s an evolving product with a new generation every few weeks. As of 

November 2012, we are in the 75th generation of RnA Drops. 

 

 

http://www.howionic.com/
http://www.achieveradio.com/
http://www.achieveradio.com/
http://2012rnaradio.com/2011/10/07/rna-drops-dna-activation/
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RnA Drops – Customize Your Settings  

Summary: Is Chromosome 14 the Xerox machine of the body’s cells? It’s the only one that can 

modify and change the perspective of the polypeptide bonds that occur through cellular 

replication. 

RnA Drops and the Perfect Body 

Summary: Everything will seem new with RnA Drops because you go back to your default 

setting of perfection. 

RnA Drops – Design YOUR Ascension 

Summary: You enhance your body from your intention not from exercise. RnA Drops effects 

and affects Ascension. You were ascended, past tense, you were God, and you – God decided 

you could separate yourself from your power, so your cells responded in kind and got you into a 

descended position of one double helix strand. But you left clues everywhere to bring yourself 

back.  

RnA Drops FAQ’s Part I 

Summary: You are the marvelous creator, do you notice changes in your meat sack body? Once 

you start your ascension process it’s up to you. Just do the drops and Never Mind. We’re just 

trying to get you on your Throne by giving new information to your cells to replicate them in a 

new way. Engage non-physical, engage RnA Drops, embrace the shifts and changes. You say, I 

like this, I feel better, I feel more complete but when you ask How is this working then you are 

separating yourself.  

The Technology of RnA Drops 

Summary: RnA Drops and the new environment. The thinning of the veil helps us remember our 

eternity. There is a new interpretation of the Law of Attraction. 

 

Essential iON Learning 

1. The RNA Key 3:21 minutes: Listen 

 

    The RNA Key 3:21 minutes: Watch 

 

2. RnA Drops Explained 56:19 minutes: Listen 

 

    RnA Drops Explained 56:19 minutes: Watch 

 

3. What It Is 48:16 minutes: Listen 

 

    What It Is 48:16 minutes: Watch 

 

 

http://2012rnaradio.com/2011/09/30/rna-drops-customize-your-settings/
http://2012rnaradio.com/2011/09/28/rna-drops-and-the-perfect-body/
http://2012rnaradio.com/2011/09/29/rna-drops-designer-ascension/
http://2012rnaradio.com/2011/09/22/rna-drops-faqs-part-i/
http://2012rnaradio.com/2012/02/02/the-technology-of-rna-drops/
http://fivebodied.com/archives/audio/catalog/Bob_Audio/iON/CP.mp3
http://youtu.be/uOzkSEBasNk
http://fivebodied.com/archives/audio/catalog/Bob_Audio/iON/2011-07-29--RnA_Drops_Explained.mp3
http://youtu.be/L5Qx1bVzagg
http://fivebodied.com/archives/audio/catalog/Bob_Audio/iON/What_it_is.mp3
http://youtu.be/07Vly8sm_9c
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4. Non-Physical Chemistry  45:09 minutes: Listen 

 

    Non-Physical Chemistry  45:09 minutes: Watch 

 

5. Mitochondria  22:56 minutes: Listen 

 

    Mitochondria  22:56 minutes: Watch 

 

6. Placebo  0:44 seconds: Listen 

 

    Placebo  0:44 seconds: Watch 

    iON Words 

You create based on your words. Your words are based on your thought. Your thoughts are 

based on where you are vibrationally which is sometimes because of your sited place of reality 

 

iON On Channelling  

iON says “We would never put a limitation on a human creator but if you realize what a channel 

is you would find that it won’t serve you.” iON very cheekily says that a channel is something 

that is created to separate two bodies as the English Channel separates England from France. A 

channel allows something to flow through it but keeps the separation.  

So, iON draws the analogy that if you want to channel, you’re making a space between you 

and you. You’re separating yourself from your own knowing by thinking you should listen to 

something outside of yourself.  

iON says that “It’s interesting that people want to channel but they can’t seem to run their 

own lives. What’s the good of that? But we would support a channel if they helped you get into 

your place of power. If the channel got you closer to you, we’d say, tear it up. That becomes a 

bridge to non-physical, not a separation. Channelling limits, that’s the problem. But suit 

yourself.” 

 

iON On Healing 

Healing for iON is what you do to a dog, you teach them to heel. He says you can’t heal people. 

Get happy with yourself, become a god in your world and you won’t find a sick person to heal. 

You will see everybody as whole. That’s what Jesus did.  

 

Labyrinth of the Mind 

iON shocks scientists with the statement that the mind is only good for monitoring the body’s 

physiological processes. When the labyrinth of the mind gets involved with judging and 

comparing everything in your world, you’ve already lost the battle of trying to get balance in 

your life. 

 

http://fivebodied.com/archives/audio/catalog/Bob_Audio/iON/NP_Chemistry.mp3
http://youtu.be/SUdTpX2lLY8
http://fivebodied.com/archives/audio/catalog/Bob_Audio/iON/Mitochondria.mp3
http://youtu.be/Qag7qQ_-KAI
http://fivebodied.com/archives/audio/catalog/Bob_Audio/iON/Placebo.mp3
http://youtu.be/4G1XkGChIf0
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We Are All Gods 

In John 14:12, Jesus said “…the works that I do shall ye do also; and greater works than these 

shall ye do…” I take that statement to mean that we have the potential to be “gods” ourselves 

with the power to create our own reality, with the responsibility of creating our own reality and 

the responsibility for what we create. 

Here are some of iON’s words about being a powerful creator. I’ll warn you that it’s hard to 

translate iON into print form, you experience the words much better when you hear them. But 

here goes:  

“You are a healthy, happy, wealthy, prosperous, all encompassing, creator god. But your 

mind says, ‘Oh that can’t be me.’ 

You say, ‘I’m not pretty enough, I’m not thin enough, I’m not agile enough.’ Your mind 

questions who you are. It’s limiting, limiting, limiting. You’re limiting yourself due to fear. 

Then you worry about what you think. You say, ‘Oh, I can’t think that thought,’ and you try 

to cancel it.  

That’s just the mind orchestrating your feeling place – how you feel about yourself. It can 

go both ways. You can have folks who are all powerful and they know it but they may not be 

seen by others as being powerful. But if they know – then they are.  

Others can have a great idea and nip it right in the bud. Humans use their mind to 

eliminate their possibilities. People are more afraid of poverty than they are of wealth, so they 

become super rich. They are more afraid of being poor than having abundance. I’m more 

afraid of dying alone than living with someone. 

But if you are more concerned with being happy than being right, you have a connection 

to source without your mind interfering with what is right and what is wrong. Non-physical is 

connected to your physical and your physical is connected to your non-physical. The 

breakdown is in the labyrinth of your mind.” 

 

Words Create 

Humans are powerful creators and we create with the words we speak. Not with thoughts or even 

actions, but with words. When we say the words of what we want and don’t negate it with other 

words, then what we want will come to us. 

But it’s even more focused than that. Nouns are the words that our non-physical hears and 

makes manifest for us.  

 

Love Is a Force Field 

Here are some of iON’s thoughts on love. 

“Love is not an emotion, it’s a force field. Your force field is not serving you because 

you aren’t loving yourself. This means you are using your force field against yourself. If you 

put up a force field around your house or lock yourself outside of yourself, you have denied 

yourself access to your house. Similarly, if you don’t love yourself, you lock yourself out. 

Locking up your heart or a hardness of heart means you are using your force field against 

yourself. You may know people who are sick because of a broken heart; their force field 

locked them out of their own experience. 
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You can’t break your heart; you have to allow your heart to be broken. That’s where 

having unhurtable ‘feelings’ comes into the picture. It’s not like having no feelings but your 

heart wouldn’t be broken if your feelings were unhurtable. Essentially, what something 

thinks about you has nothing at all to do with you.” 

 

Time Is a False Premise 

When iON talks about this topic he does a “take off” on the mobile phone commercial “Can you 

hear me now” saying that now is in the moment you say it and there can only be “now”. This 

concept is really hard to write about. You’ll have to call in to Cash Flow and ask iON what he 

means about this concept. 

 

You Can Speak to Angels 

And they do your bidding. iON doesn’t hold for the less-than position of thinking that we’re 

blessed by angels and they come to help us lowly humans. We are the gods and angels are here 

to do our bidding. 

Talking to angels reminds me of the vocalization of the Elves in the movie, Lord of the Rings. 

It sounds like harsh consonants that you speak without thought. I “sing” to the angels on my 

morning walk, and then I tell them what I want them to do for me that day. 

 

Revelation Revealed 

iON has done a 60+ hour series on the book of Revelation and uncovered the missing Chapter 

23, which describes the ascension of humans from the angels’ point of view. Apparently we were 

ascended and then gave up our power to be gods and put that power in the Ark of the Covenant. 

And now the veil is rent, the winds have been released and we can come back into our power. 

 

Parallel Worlds 

This concept is another real stretch for most people to wrap their minds around. There’s that 

mind again telling us that something is impossible! 

iON insists that there are other worlds that are parallel worlds that we may already be 

traveling to in our dreams but don’t remember them. He says, “The veil has been rent even 

beyond when Christ was crucified,” as talked about in the Bible, making these other worlds more 

accessible to us.  

Many of our listeners to Cash Flow talk about strange experiences they have had. It’s 

certainly mind-expanding to listen to these stories and wonder about the many possibilities of 

existence. iON says that the TV show The Fringe often takes iON themes and works them into 

their episodes. However, most media about alternate realities depicts them as being negative 

experiences that make people afraid of anything out of the ordinary.  

 

The Fastest Path to Your Joy 

Take no action in your life or in your day without first asking whether it’s the fastest path to your 

joy.  
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Completement Formulas 

My husband, Bob, and I both agree that if iON had not helped us create the RnA Drops, the 

Words they said would not be enough to sustain our interest. A physical product that can assist 

people on a body/mind/spirit and non-physical level has never before been available to the 

public.  

 When RnA Drops are combined with my formulas: ReAline, ReMag and ReLyte they are so 

powerful that they may be the only nutrients you require for your health and happiness. You can 

find out more about these products at RnA ReSet. 

 

ReAline 

After the RnA Drops were created I began working on ReAline a combination of  sulfur-based 

amino acids (methionine and taurine) and methylated B vitamins that are the precursors to 

making glutathione, the most important antioxidant in the body. The B vitamins used are the 

very ones that work synergistically with magnesium. 

 

ReMag 

Then came ReMag. This pico-ionic magnesium product is an example of a low-dose nutrient 

that will not be restricted by Codex. One dose is 150mg (42.5% of the RDA). The picometer size 

of magnesium allows it to be absorbed completely at the cellular level. You can begin ReMag at 

the same time as your RnA Drops. Whereas ReAline clears your lymphatics, ReMag will 

immediately enter your cells and expel heavy metals, chemicals or cellular byproducts. 

Therefore, you might undergo some healing and cleansing reactions. The more toxic you feel 

you are, the smaller the dosage of ReMag, in the beginning.  

ReMag comes in a dropper bottle so you can begin with 5-10 drops a day. Or if you are a 

veteran magnesium-taker, you can begin with the maintenance dose: ½ teaspoon twice a day (the 

equivalent is 2 droppers, twice a day). If you have health conditions, you may want to take ½-1 

teaspoon, two to three times a day.  

You can follow your magnesium saturation with a blood test that you can order online. Go to 

Request A Test (link www.requestatest.com), type in Magnesium RBC, pay $49.00 and they will 

send you to a nearby lab to have your blood drawn. The optimum level of your Magnesium RBC 

test should be 6.0-6.5mg/dL. 

ReLyte 

ReLyte is a unique pico-ionic mineral product, consisting of 12 minerals. It’s another example of 

low-dose nutrients that will not be restricted by Codex. The dosage for each mineral is very 

much lower than the RDA. However, because all the minerals are in a picometer size, they are 

absorbed completely into the cells and immediately go to work. 

With minerals like calcium, we are used to thinking several hundred or thousand milligrams 

are required, when in fact just a few milligrams is all that is needed if the mineral is bioavailable. 

When the minerals are picometer in size, there is a substantial increase in surface area, thus 

making them extremely available for their role as co-factors or facilitators in metabolic 

processes. 

 

http://www.rnareset.com/
http://www.rnareset.com/
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ReLyte Ingredients: 

Magnesium   25 mg   

Calcium    25 mg   

Sodium   10 mg    

Zinc   3mg   

Boron   500mcg   

Manganese   200 mcg   

Copper   200mcg    

Potassium    99mg   

Chromium   60mcg   

Iodine   50mcg    

Selenium   40 mcg   

Molybdenum  7.5mcg    

 

 The suggested dosage for ReLyte is ¾ teaspoon, twice a day, but it can range from ½ 

teaspoon per day to 1 teaspoon twice a day. However, people who have been ill for a long time 

or have many health issues should begin taking a few drops at a time and work up to the 

suggested dose on the label.  

 The ReLyte combination of minerals will have a positive effect on the thyroid, blood vessels, 

heart, prostate, breasts – in fact, every organ and tissue of the body.  

iON and RnA Drops Testimonial 

It soon became apparent with the iON and RnA Drops experience that we would never be able to 

do a scientific study of these phenomena. Instead, we’ve been collecting stories and testimonials 

from people as they describe their journey.  

One group that stands out are those who have lived in healing/helping communities for 

decades only to wake up and find that they have been helping everyone but themselves. 

Melody-Rose sent the following testimonial to help describe iON and the RnA Drops to 

seekers. 

 

Melody-Rose: 

In late 2011, I broke my world service agreement, formerly encouraged by the Indigenous 

Elders and their non-physical guides (The Star People) who I had been connected to for 

almost 30 years. The reason for this break was simple. I was tired of my butt being run 

around the Western Hemisphere to participate in ceremonies on behalf of the Planet and 

everyone living here, at my personal expense, when I couldn't properly take care of myself or 

my family in a way that made sense to me.   

My Elders were also sick and suffering and couldn't take care of themselves. They kept 

receiving the same lame excuses that I did as to why their spiritual guides didn't keep 

agreements to help them with self-care. I finally figured out that I couldn't do any worse by 
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myself since their promised help never materialized. 

At the time, I also started a prayer cycle asking "Source" questions. I was convinced that 

there was a way for me to live in ease and joy, even with historical health challenges. I asked 

as many "how to" and  "what would it take to" questions as I could formulate.  

Little did I know that when I purchased a trial bottle of RNA Drops in early 2012, I 

would be led to discover these answers for myself in the company of older brothers and 

sisters who had walked the path of joy and ease before me. I feel so very grateful and blessed 

to have connected with Dr. Carolyn Dean, Bob, iON, Bill (Achieve Radio), the many JWs, 

and the iONettes.  

I have never met a community of people before that had so much trust in the energy, 

information and support system that make self-empowerment and creation of desired-for life 

experiences a real possibility. More than that, Dr. Carolyn Dean, and her demonstration of 

mastery of personal power with grace, is a role model that every one of us can emulate, each 

in our own way. 

Even though my first bottle of RnA Drops sat in my refrigerator for a few months before 

I tried it, I never let go of the bottle or gave it away, as I was often led to do with my other 

tools. Somehow during this time, I was able, just with the vibrational support from the RnA 

Drops, to weather the criticism and expectations of most people in the Indigenous and New 

Age communities and their strong belief that I should be glad about sacrificing my health and 

resources for the greater good of all concerned.  

I started having heart rhythm challenges in October, 2012. I finally began taking RnA 

Drops, on and off, in early 2013. I had a heart rhythm health crisis again in October, 2013, 

and came on Dr. Dean’s Monday night radio show in November, and learned about ReMag 

for my heart. I purchased ReMag that night. 

My body is sorting through multiple programs – heavy antibiotic use in early life; 

electrocution and subsequent prescription of 26 medications in my 40s and 50s; and 

surgically rerouting my small intestine in 2007 – I first saw the RnA Drops and 

Completement Formulas as part of my physical journey. So far, I have less skipping beats 

and palpitations; when I do have heart rhythm challenges the length of the experience is less 

than before; I know to increase my ReMag when this happens; and I rarely have my previous 

constant chest, shoulder, and arm pain. I absolutely know that I will experience more physical 

miracles that I cannot quite perceive yet. 

When I first connected with the RnA Drops, iON, Bob and Dr. Dean, I was totally burned 

out – spiritually, mentally, emotionally, and physically. I was pretty convinced after 30 years 

of global service as an energy worker and channel, that either there was no God or that God 

somehow made an exception for people like me and just used us up in service of the whole. I 

did not feel cared for and supported either by the community that sent me out to do this work 

nor by the people who benefited.  

You all showed me a different way to be in relationship with my gifts and the ascension 

process. I forever will be grateful for this support and caring – Dr. Dean, Bob, iON, Ginney, 

and the iONettes all cared that I felt joy if that's what I wanted to experience. That is a 

miracle!!! 

My writing has started to shift. I write when I feel moved to write. I don't care whether 

anyone reads my reflections or not. If they are helped, fine. If they are not helped, fine. I'm 

just expressing what's in my heart for the sheer pleasure of expressing it. This more authentic 
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expression is being noticed – my writing coach, SARK, has nothing but great things to say; 

people from writing class want to support me in this mode. 

I feel good about me. My sense of humor, buried for so long, is returning. I have walked 

a very thin line between physical and non-physical for many years but was never comfortable 

with the sudden onset of the gifts that came with this awakening. For the first time I'm glad I 

was called; glad I had met interesting and unique people; glad I had touched sacred tools and 

places; glad for the angels who tried to help me when the Elders weren't listening. I'm not 

focusing any more on all the losses I experienced in the past as I moved further and further 

from family, religious, educational, and cultural traditions. 

I feel good about my relationship with my roommate again. I so understand now why he 

was so adamant about incorporating technology into my world view. He really supports me 

being in balance with the physical world and how fast information and change are moving. 

What a wonderful friend and spiritual partner he is. 

I have had some contrast taking the products. I don't think you can be on 26 different 

medications for nearly 10 years and not have a lot of cellular debris to let go of. I don't think 

you can be electrocuted without rewiring being integral to feeling well. But, I feel willing to 

change those beliefs and have an easier ride. In the meantime, Dr. Dean has kindly helped me 

understand what amounts of ReMag, ReLyte, and ReAlign can help me smooth my body's 

process. Dr. Dean has always answered my questions with kindness and caring, and it’s taken 

me over 50 years to met a doctor with your knowledge base, experience, and willingness to 

share. 

When I asked "Source" questions I didn't even understand that I was asking my non-

physical self how to be in relationship with my body/body consciousness in a good way. I 

didn't know if anyone would answer. Through iON, I know that my non-physical heard every 

question, listened to every concern I had, and is working to bring together the people, the 

matter, the means, and the circumstances to respond. The value of this gift is beyond any 

price I could put on it.  

I extend my deepest appreciation to iON and the JWs for being a part of this journey so 

far. I feel very excited about the yet discovered adventures on the horizon for us all.  

In gratitude and appreciation. 

Make It Happen 

The only action statement for this module is to allow your mind to explore something new and 

decide for yourself if you want more. If you do want to engage further, you can go to the How 

Ionic site and listen to hundreds of hours of free audio recordings. You can also listen live to two 

iON-Inspired shows on Achieve Radio Tuesdays and Thursdays at 7pm PST. Bob hosts the 

shows peppered with iON audio clips, lots of guests and mind-blowing testimonials about RnA 

Drops  

Until Next Week 

Remember, if you don’t think you can do EVERYTHING that I outline in the Future Health 

Now! modules, don’t worry. I don’t expect you to! Even if you just do 20% you’ll probably see 

80% of the results you are looking for.  

http://www.howionic.com/
http://www.howionic.com/
http://www.achieveradio.com/
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Thanks for participating in Future Health Now! I hope you have been able to implement some 

of the strategies that I send each week. It will make all the difference in your future health if you 

do. 

Coming Up In Module 99 

Next week, let’s Juice & Blend. If you don’t want to take supplements but know you might not 

be getting enough nutrients, juicing may be the solution. When it comes to drinking concentrated 

vegetable and fruit juice it’s especially important to buy organic. You don’t want to be 

concentrating pesticides along with the vitamin C.  

I had this module lined up just before the legendary Jack Lalanne died January 22, 2011 but 

I’ll dedicate this module to him as well as recommending his Juiceman Juicer as one of the best 

on the market. 

 

If you have any questions about this module email me at help@drcarolyndean.com 
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document is not intended to replace a one-on-one relationship with a qualified health professional and is not intended as medical advice. It 
is a sharing of information from the 40+ years of research and experience of Dr. Dean. Dr. Dean encourages you to make your own health 
care decisions based upon your own research and in partnership with a qualified health care professional. 

Copyright Notification: Copyright © 2009 Dr. Carolyn Dean and Doctor of the Future Publications. Just because this is a digital file does 
not mean you are allowed to make copies for other people. That is considered an act of piracy (whether you ask for money or not – though 
asking for money is super-piracy). You do, however, have permission to share this module with members of your household.  
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